
Azure Data Migration Strategy
Moving data to the cloud is at the core of all Digital Transformation initiatives.  And it needs to have a 
strong strategy in place in order to meet objectives.   This service assesses existing on-premises 
database platform(s), evaluates needs and recommends an Azure Data Migration Strategy to fit your 
environment. 

4 - 8 weeks

Assess

✓ Understand existing data 
platforms & issues

✓ Understand future data 
and information needs

✓ Assess current 
architecture

✓ Assess cloud adoption 
maturity

✓ Review data quality, 
management, and 

governance practices & 
maturity

Analyze

✓ Gap analysis

✓ Architectural options

✓ Cloud / hybrid cloud data 
strategy

✓ Migration options

✓ New data requirements

✓ Use cases and 
prioritization

✓ Dependencies

✓ Compliance, security

✓ Data access patterns

Strategy

✓ Right-fit Azure Data 
Migration options

✓ Future-state database 
architecture

✓ Migration and cut over 
approach

✓ Data security and 
compliance

✓ Measures of success

✓ Plan with dependencies

✓ Budgetary costs

Focus:  Provide an Azure data migration strategy that is least disruptive to your 
current data, business operations, and services:

Contact us at https://solutions.pyramidci.com/contact/ to learn more

*See Statement of Work 
for limitations and full detailsPyramid Consulting’s 

Data & Insights Journey

Rationalized 
Corporate Data

Data 
Confidence

People, 
Process, Data 
Sustainment

Actionable 
Data Insights

Self Service

https://solutions.pyramidci.com/contact/


Cloud Migration Strategy:
Core of the Digital 

Transformation

About 
Pyramid Consulting, Inc.

Top Minority Business Supplier 
to Enterprise Accounts

Our demonstrated ability to 
provide best-in-class services to 
companies with complex needs 
across multiple industries has 
been rigorously vetted and 
recognized with the NMSDC 
Corporate Plus designation. This 
credential signifies operational 
excellence and is attained by 
fewer than 2% of MBEs.

Atlanta | Charlotte | Chicago | 
Dallas | DC | Hartford | Houston | 
Jacksonville | Milwaukee | NY / NJ 
| Philadelphia | Pittsburgh | 
Richmond | Sacramento | San 
Francisco

Global Reach
US, EMEA and APAC

Reliable Partner 
$300M Revenue 

200+ customers

115 of Fortune 500

Delivering Results
4,500 active consultants

Proven Partnerships
Microsoft Managed 

Partner

Accenture, Avanade, 

Cognizant Supplier

Verizon, AT&T Supplier

Only Pyramid provides the advisory, project services and
Intentionally Inclusive™ diverse talent sourcing & transfer, or
managed services, that quickly unblock and progress your
sustainable cloud journey.

Accelerate your digital transformation journey, with the right 
strategy around Cloud Data Migration

• Is your current data platform capable of supporting the handling of the 
large volumes and variety of data that you intend to leverage? 

• Does your enterprise have any M&A plans that require migration of 
data from those systems? 

• Are your data access systems having performance issues? 

• Do your current data platforms maintain regulatory compliance? 

• Are your data retention costs shooting up? 

• Are your IT data & information systems and processes sufficiently agile 
to scale up to growing business needs?  

• Are your infrastructure, software and maintenance costs increasing 
consistently? 

• Are your projects delayed due to resource availability issues?

• Are you concerned about the huge costs for digital transformation 
initiatives? 

• How secure and easily accessible is your data? 

• What is the response time to on-board new data needed by the 
business? 


